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Introduction

Abstract

Any energy production mechanism based on nuclear fusion or fission reactions inevitably involves
neutrons and high energy gamma photons. Both
induce further nuclear reactions in the materials
surrounding the reactor and, thus, their production profiles as well as transport in material structures has to be well understood. In traditional fission power, this neutron transport in materials is
a widely studied topic with highly developed tools.
On the other hand, in fusion-based devices, the connection between plasma fuel and neutronics has not
been considered in detail. Typically, simple analytic approximations [1] have been used. However,
the same methods are applicable to fusion reactors
and current experimental devices with small modifications to the neutron source and the geometry.
To study neutronics in fusion devices, the prerequisite for reliable simulations is a detailed and
realistic neutron source. In a full-scale reactor, the
source can be assumed to consist almost entirely
∗ Current address:
Max-Planck-Institut für Plasma- of thermonuclear reactions in the plasma fuel, and
thus it can be readily evaluated even analytically
physik, Wendelsteinstr. 1, 17491 Greifswald, Germany
† See the author list of “Overview of the JET results in
based on a Maxwellian velocity distribution. Howsupport to ITER” by X. Litaudon et al. to be published in ever, in today’s devices, the fusion production is
Nuclear Fusion Special issue: overview and summary reports
from the 26th Fusion Energy Conference (Kyoto, Japan, 17- dominated by externally produced fast ion population reacting with the thermal plasma. Such ener22 October 2016)
getic ions are typically produced by either neutral
beam injection or radio frequency heating. Only
ASCOT Fusion Source Integrator AFSI, an efficient
tool for calculating fusion reaction rates and characterizing the fusion products, based on arbitrary
reactant distributions, has been developed and is
reported in this paper. Calculation of reactorrelevant D-D, D-T and D-3 He fusion reactions has
been implemented based on the Bosch-Hale fusion
cross sections. The reactions can be calculated
between arbitrary particle populations, including
Maxwellian thermal particles and minority energetic particles. Reaction rate profiles, energy spectra and full 4D phase space distributions can be
calculated for the non-isotropic reaction products.
The code is especially suitable for integrated modelling in self-consistent plasma physics simulations
as well as in the Serpent neutronics calculation
chain. Validation of the model has been performed
for neutron measurements at the JET tokamak and
the code has been applied to predictive simulations
in ITER.
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very crude analytical forms can be assumed for such
population, so a need for a more refined way of evaluating the neutron source rates is pressing.
A realistic fusion source is equally important for
studying the charged particles produced in fusion.
Because they are confined by the magnetic field,
they deposit their energy in the plasma, heating
up the fuel and maintaining sufficient conditions
for fusion. The large amount of energetic fusion
products in reactors also affects the plasma equilibrium and stability, which must be included in
any reactor control systems. Additionally, particles that escape the confinement can impact the
vessel walls and cause localised heating and damage. These losses can be diagnosed using various
detectors that measure the velocity space distribution of the lost particles. Interpreting these results
requires a source model that takes into account not
only the production rate but also the energy spectrum and even non-isotropic velocity distribution
of the fusion products.
Fusion products, including those due to fast
ion reactions, are calculated by several fast-ion
codes such as TRANSP/NUBEAM [2] as well as
dedicated fusion product codes such as GENESIS
[3, 4, 5] and DRESS [6]. In this contribution we
present ASCOT Fusion Source Integrator AFSI, a
tool for obtaining realistic fusion production rates
and spectra for thermonuclear and fast-ion induced
fusion reactions. The fast ions can be given as arbitrary 4D distribution functions from codes such
as the orbit-following code ASCOT [7]. AFSI can
then be used to calculate the fusion products either
with fast analytic or semi-analytic models or with a
versatile but heavier Monte Carlo method. These
alternative models make the code especially suitable for integrated modelling, where rapid fusion
product calculations are needed, but full velocity
space description of the products can also be obtained.
The structure of this paper is as follows: First,
in section 2, the mathematical models for calculating fusion product distributions are presented.
These consist of separate approximations for thermal particle reactions, thermal-fast reactions and
fast particle reactions. The code implementation,
including required input and output data as well
as coupled modelling with integrated codes are described in section 3. Benchmarks and validation
with data from the JET tokamak are presented in

section 4. Finally, the models and results are summarized and applications are discussed in section
5.
Mathematical description
Fusion production rates in fusion plasmas can generally be simplified to two spatial dimensions due to
approximate axisymmetry in the toroidal direction.
They can be expressed in the poloidal plane as a
function of (R,z) coordinates, where R is the major
radius of the torus, or in (ρ,θ) coordinates, where
θ is the poloidal angle and ρ is a normalised radial coordinate defined
p on the concentric magnetic
flux surfaces as ρ = (ψ − ψaxis )/(ψsep − ψaxis ),
where ψ is the poloidal flux and ψaxis and ψsep are
its values at the magnetic axis and separatrix. This
can further be approximated by a 1.5D approach,
where the fusion production is averaged over the
poloidal angle, taking into account the geometrical
factors through the plasma elongation, triangularity and aspect ratio. This approach is particularly
useful for thermonuclear fusion, where the reactant
temperature and density can be assumed to be constant on magnetic flux surfaces.
The 3D velocity space distribution can likewise
be simplified due to the motion of the particles
along the magnetic field lines. Averaging over the
rapid gyro motion of the particles around the field
lines, their velocity can be divided into components
parallel vk and perpendicular v⊥ to the magnetic
field. Alternatively, the velocity space coordinates
can be expressed by the particle energy E and pitch
ξ = vk /|~v |.
AFSI includes three models for the fusion product distribution: 1) Analytic model, 2) Semianalytic model and 3) Monte Carlo model. The
first model is a simple analytic formula for thermonuclear fusion, where both reactants originate in
the Maxwellian thermal plasma. The second model
uses a simulated fast particle population interacting with the thermal plasma, such as in the case of
beam-thermal fusion. The third, most recently developed model calculates fusion products from arbitrary reactant distributions, which can represent
either thermal or fast particles, such as in the case
of beam-beam fusion. This model also includes calculation of a non-Maxwellian product energy spectrum.
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Figure 1: Fusion cross sections for DD, DT and mass of the second fusion product. This results in
DHe3 fusion as a function of the center-of-mass en- a Gaussian energy distribution for the fusion prodergy according to Bosch-Hale [8].
ucts, which is then normalised using the fusion rate
calculated in the first step to get the distribution
of the thermonuclear fusion products.
All models use the Bosch-Hale parametrisation
[8] for the fusion cross sections (Figure 1) for the
typical fusion reactions between deuterium, tritium Semi-analytic model
and helium
The reaction rates between a fast ion population
and the thermal plasma are calculated from the inD + D → 3 He + n
(1) teraction between a Maxwellian (f (~v )) and an
T T
D+D →T +p
(2) arbitrary ion distribution such as the NBI slowingD + T → 4 He + n
(3) down distribution (fB (~vB )). Using the relative velocity ~u = ~vT − ~vB , the reactivity can be expressed
3
4
D + He → He + p.
(4)
as the integral
ZZZ ZZZ
The thermal model uses the rate coefficients hσvi
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R
=
averaged over Maxwellian reactant populations,
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while the two other models use the cross sections σ
fB (~vB )|~vB − ~vT |d~vT d~vB
(7)
directly, both from [8].
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Analytic model
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The thermonuclear fusion products are computed
fB (~vB )d~vB
(8)
in two steps. First, the reactivity between two
Maxwellian ion species i and j, with densities ni
which thus is a function of the beam ion distribuand nj is calculated simply as
tion function and a velocity-averaged rate coeffi1
cient hσviBT . Integrating over the Maxwellian disRTh =
ni nj hσvi
(5)
tribution, the rate coefficient can be expressed as a
1 + δij
function of the beam ion velocity and the temperwhere δij is the Kronecker delta function (to avoid ature T as
double counting reactions from the same populaZ ∞
√
mT
tion) and hσvi is the rate coefficient averaged over
σ(u)u2
hσviBT = − √
two Maxwellian velocity distributions, evaluated
vB 2πT 0


using the parametrisation in [8]. The distributions,
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and thus temperatures, are assumed to be identical
for all ion species, which is a reasonable assumption
3

By numerically integrating and tabulating the rate
coefficients, this method can be used to rapidly calculate the beam-thermal reaction rate. However,
this procedure does not yield the energy spectrum
of the products.

The product velocities are then transformed into
laboratory coordinates. By collecting the velocity
space coordinates for a sufficient sample population
of reactant pairs, the energy spectrum and pitch
distribution are obtained.

Monte Carlo model

Implementation and applications

In the Monte Carlo model, the fusion product
distribution is calculated by numerically integrating equation (7) for arbitrary reactant distributions fB and fT , which can represent any particle
population, such as different NBI species or RFaccelerated minorities. The integral is evaluated
using the Monte Carlo method of sampling pairs of
reactant particles from a (R,z,ξ,E) or (R,z,vk ,v⊥ )
distribution function and calculating the resulting
fusion production rate. The velocity space distribution of the products is simultaneously collected
in a 2D histogram for each grid point.
The reactant particle pairs are sampled from the
given 4D distribution functions. The velocities of
the particles are represented in center of mass coordinates aligned with the magnetic field. The perpendicular velocity components are sampled from
a uniform distribution representing the averaging
over the helical gyro motion around the field line.
The product particle velocity components are then
calculated from the energy and momentum conservation laws in the center of mass coordinates. For
example, in the case of a DT reaction, with reactants with masses m1 and m2 and products with
masses mN and mA these give

The three models described in the previous section make AFSI a flexible tool for calculating fusion production rates for all typical reactions in fusion plasmas. Depending on the fusion device and
plasma scenario, not all of these reactions may be
relevant. Thus by choosing appropriate models for
a given application, these calculations can be performed rapidly. This enables the use of AFSI in
integrated modelling with other plasma codes.

Etot =

1
1
m1 |~v1,CM |2 + m2 |~v2,CM |2 + Q
2
2
1
1
= mN |~vN,CM |2 + mA |~vA,CM |2
2
2

Model implementation
Figure 2 describes the required input data and
types of output data that AFSI can calculate with
the models described in section 2. The input reactant particles can be given either as radial profiles
for the thermal plasma population, or 4D distribution functions for fast ion species. Additionally,
radial profiles can be converted into 4D distributions by sampling a Maxwellian distribution at the
temperature specified by the profiles.
Based on the given inputs, AFSI can identify
the reactant species and calculate fusion production
rates and spectra for all combinations of reactant
pairs for reaction types, including thermonuclear
and, for example, beam-thermal and beam-beam
fusion. The models used are chosen based on the
input data such that the faster analytic and semianalytic models are preferred. However, if energy
spectra or pitch distributions for the products are
needed, the Monte Carlo model can be used for all
reactions.
The reaction rates are calculated in a 2D grid
in the poloidal plane for each reactant and reaction type. The reaction rates can also be given as
flux surface averaged radial profiles. The velocity
space distribution by the Monte Carlo model is calculated for each grid point, resulting in 4D fusion
product distributions. Finally, these distributions
can be sampled for markers to be used in further
test-particle orbit-following simulations.

(10)

m1~v1,CM +m2~v2,CM = mN ~vN,CM +mA~vA,CM (11)
where Q is the reaction energy (such as 17.1 MeV
for DT fusion) and ~v1,CM , ~v2,CM ~vN,CM and ~vA,CM
are the center of mass velocities of the reactants and
the products. For defining the product velocities,
the unit velocity vector v̂N is sampled uniformly on
the unit sphere, and the product velocity is calculated as
v
u
2E
u
 tot  v̂N
~vN,CM = t
(12)
N
mN 1 + m
mA
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Figure 2: The three different fusion source models in AFSI and the associated input and output data.
realistic non-Maxwellian product spectrum enables
the study of material effects due to high-energy
In integrated plasma modelling, AFSI is used as
neutrons. AFSI has also been applied as the source
a fusion product source for transport and heating
for ideal synthetic diagnostics corresponding to the
& current drive simulation codes. AFSI is given
JET neutron camera, for which neutron rates along
profiles and distribution functions representing the
multiple lines of sight were compared, as well as for
plasma and fast ion distributions, and it calculates
the JET time-of-flight spectrometer [16].
fusion production rates either for 1.5D transport or
slowing-down simulations as needed.
The code has been implemented as an actor in Validation and first results
the ITM framework [10]. In the workflows, the code
AFSI has previously been benchmarked with
is supplied with CPO (Consistent Physical Object)
TRANSP-NUBEAM simulations in fusion proddata structures containing the magnetic geometry,
uct simulations in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak,
plasma profiles and fast ion distributions from other
where calculated DD fusion rates were found to
actors. Fusion rates are then given either as radial
closely agree with the TRANSP results [17]. In this
profiles or as markers back to Monte Carlo actors
chapter, further validation results are presented.
such as the orbit-following code ASCOT. AFSI is
In the JET tokamak, total neutron production is
being similarly integrated with the JINTRAC suite
measured with 235 U and 238 U fission chambers [19].
[11] at JET for rapid interpretive and predictive
The first step of successful validation is to compare
simulations.
AFSI results with calibrated neutron rate measureAFSI can be used directly as a fusion product
ments, which was performed for the JET discharge
source for the Monte Carlo orbit-following code
#92436. The discharge is a high-performance baseASCOT, allowing fast-ion slowing-down and transline DD pulse with a central density of 8·1019 1/m3
port simulations. AFSI has already been applied
and ion temperature of 9 keV. In this discharge, 28
to studies of alpha particle losses in ITER [12, 13],
MW of NBI and 5 MW of 2nd harmonic deuterium
where the realistic temperature-dependent alpha
ICRH heating were used in the discharge. For the
source enabled the study of heat loads on the first
simulations, electron density and temperature prowall due to fast ion losses.
files based on LIDAR, and ion temperature profiles
Finally, AFSI can be used as a fusion neutron
based on charge exchange spectroscopy measuresource for neutronics codes and synthetic diagnosments were used, shown in Figure 3. Based on vistics. AFSI has been coupled with the Monte Carlo
ible Bremsstrahlung measurements, Zeff in the disneutron transport code Serpent [14, 15], where the
Code integration and applications
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charge was approximately 1.8, which, was assumed
to consists primarily of heavy impurities, resultT
ing in low dilution. The slowing-down distribution
4.0
4.0
for the beam ions was calculated using the orbit0
0
t=10.0 s
8.0
8.0
following code ASCOT [7], with the beam ioniza4.0
4.0
tion calculated using BBNBI [18].
0
0
AFSI simulation results for the total neutron rate
t=10.5 s
8
8.0
were
found to be consistent with the neutron rates
4
4.0
based on the measurements of the fission cham0
0
t=11.0 s 8.0
8.0
bers as shown in Figure 4. The difference between
the total AFSI neutron rate and the experimental
4.0
4.0
results is smaller than 20% for all simulated time
0
0
t=11.5 s
8.0
8.0
slices. The contribution from beam-thermal parti4.0
4.0
cle reactions was the most significant, as expected
0
0
due to the high NBI power. However, thermonut=12.0 s
8.0
8.0
clear fusion contributed 30-60% of the total neutron
4.0
4.0
rate due to the high ion temperature in the selected
0
0
t=12.7 s 8.0
8.0
discharge, while beam-beam reactions produced ap4.0
4.0
proximately 1-2% of the neutrons. Possible contribution due to ICRH-thermal reactions was not
0
0
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
taken into account in the simulation. However, the
pol
pol
fraction of RF power compared to NBI heating in
Figure 3: Plasma electron and ion temperature the discharge was low, resulting in only a small con(left) and density profiles (right) from JET pulse tribution from the ICRH-accelerated fast ions.
The calculated production rates include implic#92436.
itly the uncertainty of the ion temperature measurements. As a sensitivity scan, an uncertainty
JET #92436
of 10% in ion temperature measurements was as4
Measured rate
sumed. This resulted in an uncertainty of up to
AFSI Beam-beam
3.5
18% in the simulated neutron rates. This is due
AFSI Beam-thermal
AFSI Thermal
to the high temperature dependence of the fusion
AFSI total T i 10%
3
cross sections shown in Figure 1. Considering this
uncertainty, as well as the uncertainty in the fission
2.5
chamber measurements which is no more than 10%
2
[19], the AFSI results are in good agreement with
the experimental data.
1.5
The different fusion source models in AFSI were
1
compared by calculating thermonuclear fusion production rates with all three models, using a 4D dis0.5
tribution function for the Maxwellian and isotropic
thermal plasma. The calculations were done for
0
8
9
10
11
12
13
the ITER baseline DT plasma [20] (Figure 5). The
t (s)
results are shown in figure 6, where the reaction
Figure 4: Fusion neutron production rates for ther- rates have been plotted along vertical and horimal, beam-thermal and beam-beam reactions cal- zontal cross sections through the plasma center.
culated by AFSI and compared with JET fission The reaction rates were found to closely agree with
chamber measurements from the pulse #92436. each other. As the three models are indepenThe error bars represent an uncertainty of 10% in dent and based on different assumptions, this crosscomparison validates the consistency of the three
ion temperature profiles.
source models.
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Figure 5: Density and temperature profiles in the
ITER baseline scenario [20].
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Figure 7: ITER baseline thermonuclear DT alpha
particle spectra at two radial positions at the outer
midplane corresponding to the core (R=6.3 m) and
the edge (R=8.1 m) calculated with the thermal
and Monte Carlo models.
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Also the thermonuclear alpha particle spectra
were calculated for the ITER baseline scenario case
0
5
5
using the Monte Carlo model with the Maxwellian
4
5
6
7
8
4D distributions, as shown in Figure 7. The results
4
4
were compared with the analytical spectra obtained
3
3
using the thermal model. Spectra were calculated
at two radial positions near the core (R=6.3 m)
2
2
and the edge of the plasma (R=8.1 m). The Monte
1
1
Carlo model reproduces the shape of the analytical
spectrum. Additionally, a temperature-dependent
0
0
shift of 67 keV in the core peak energy and 55 keV
-1
-1
in the edge peak energy is observed. This is due to
the non-zero energy of the thermal particles, which
-2
-2
is not taken into account by the thermal model,
-3
-3
Reaction rate
which assumes the nominal energy hEα i =3.5 MeV
for
the alpha particles.
-4
-4
0
5
10
Finally, neutron spectra were calculated for the
1017
4
5
6
7
8 0
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ITER baseline scenario for thermonuclear, beamR (m)
Reaction rate (10 17 s -1 m-3)
thermal and beam reactions, presented in Figure 8.
Due to the 1 MeV negative-ion deuterium beams,
Figure 6: ITER baseline thermonuclear DT futhe neutron energies reach up to 16.5 MeV for the
sion production rates along the depicted vertical
beam-thermal reactions between the beam ions and
and horizontal lines calculated by the thermal, fastthermal tritium. This is an important considerathermal and Monte Carlo models.
tion for activation analysis, where material-specific
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pha particles will be studied. These will result in
tail populations of MeV-range fuel ions, leading in
turn to tail population of fusion products with even
higher energies than shown here for NBI beam ions.
For neutronics, due to the realistic geometry and
energy spectrum of its Monte Carlo model, AFSI
is a more versatile tool than the analytical models
that are typically used [1]. As a neutron source,
AFSI has been applied not only as neutron source
in activation and nuclear safety analysis, but also
as an ideal synthetic neutron diagnostic which can
simulate neutron spectra. An AFSI-based detailed
neutron source enables the study of the effects of a
realistic velocity space distribution. These include
activation due to high-energy neutrons, anisotropic
heating in power plant process modelling as well
as neutron transport and multiplication in tritium
breeding blankets. AFSI will also be an ideal tool
for sensitivity analysis due to plasma physics related effects, such as the dependence on plasma
temperature or shape.
While synthetic neutron diagnostics have been
used for qualitative comparisons to neutron cameras and spectrometers [21], modelling of detector
related effects is required for quantitative validation. This will be done by coupling the neutron
source to neutron transport analysis of the diagnostic geometry with the Serpent code. Additionally, inclusion of tritium-tritium fusion, gammaproducing reactions, such as α-Be and differential
cross-sections for anisotropic reactions will further
extend the applications of AFSI as a source for synthetic diagnostics.
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Figure 8: ITER baseline scenario neutron spectra
for DD and DT thermonuclear, beam-thermal and
beam-beam reactions.
threshold reactions may exist at energies higher
than the nominal fusion neutron energy.
Summary and future work
In this paper, the fusion source models for thermal, fast-thermal and fast-fast particle reactions in
the ASCOT Fusion Source Integrator AFSI have
been presented. Additionally, the integration of
the code with other code systems and as a part
of an analysis chain in reactor-relevant applications
has been described. Finally, quantitative validation
with JET data and sample cases in predicted ITER
plasmas have been presented. Neutron production
calculated with AFSI was found to quantitatively
agree with measured neutron rates, and the different models were shown to be consistent with each
other when used to simulate the thermal fusion in
the ITER baseline scenario.
In plasma physics simulations, the realistic
temperature-dependent energy spectrum improves
the study of alpha particle losses, as the energy
affects the orbit width and consequent transport
of the particles, as well as the energy of the lost
particles. Further studies include considering the
effect of the wider alpha energy spectrum due to
beam-thermal and beam-beam reactions on the alpha losses and resulting non-uniform wall loads.
Additionally, reactions due to fast ICRH accelerated ions and knock-on collisions with fusion al-
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